First, thank you from the bottom of my heart for being so devoted to bringing you purpose to life
through world-changing work & business.
A whole lot of love, care & courage goes into that - most of it
completely out of sight - and I just want you to know I get what
you’re up to, what goes into it & how much I respect &
appreciate you for it.
It would be an honour to support you & your work during an
up-coming Soul Map LIVE coaching slot.
Having said that, being on the same page goes a long way to
ensuring everyone knows what to expect so things run
smoothly, don’t you think?
With that in mind, here’s The Golden Rules for LIVE
Coaching, just so everything’s nice & clear.
Please read them in full BEFORE requesting a LIVE
Coaching slot.
Coaching is not Soul Mapping (in other words, no astrology’s involved).
1. LIVE Coaching slots are (largely) first come, first serve: request a slot as soon as you know
you want one (we keep a wait list - demand can be high).
2. These complimentary coaching slots are limited to one (1) per person per calendar year to
ensure everyone gets a fair shot at a slot.
3. Each request for a coaching slot:
• must include you first & last name, your primary e-mail address, your URL (provided you
have one, of course), and your primary phone # (in case we need to reach you urgently for
some reason).
• must be accompanied by a clear & specific ‘please coach me on this’ question so we can
dive in & make the best use of the time
• comes complete with your permission to record & share our conversation (you’ll get an
MP3 within 48 hours to download & keep)
4. Coaching will be done thru ZOOM’s interactive audio/video platform, and simulcast via
WebTV. To qualify, you must have access to a regular land line (for audio only access) OR a
reliably steady internet connection (for audio and/or video access). No cell phones. No
exceptions.
5. If your coaching question is so unique to you that coaching won’t serve the rest of the Soul
Map community, we won’t be able to approve your request (but will do our best to support
you in some other way).
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